ABSTRACT Building an empathic conversation agent in open-domain is a key step towards affective computing and intelligent interactions. However, most current methods either focus on the consistency of content or the controllability of emotion and handling both factors are not yet properly solved. In this paper, we propose the multi-task and dual attentions (MTDA) framework for generating an emotional response. The MTDA framework decomposes the input utterance into the content layer and emotional layer, and then encodes and decodes them separately, which makes this end-to-end model more interpretable and controllable. A multi-task learning based encoder is employed in the MTDA framework, which can obtain the representation of the content and the emotion through unsupervised learning and supervised learning. A dual attention mechanism is adopted for decoding, which ensures that specific emotional responses are coherent with the content and the emotion of the input. We also combine the MTDA framework with state of the art generative models to train emotional generation systems. Extensive experiments show that our model can not only adapt to different target emotion goals but also generate coherent and informative responses.
I. INTRODUCTION
Open domain dialogue systems have seen a growing interest in recent years due to the rapid development of sequenceto-sequence (Seq2Seq) learning [1] . Among them, incorporating emotional intelligence into chatbots is vital with the growing demand for societal problems and commercial applications. For example, chatbots with emotional intelligence can provide caring for the elderly, mental therapy for patients, and improving students' learning efficiency in education. To build a more intelligent conversational agent, it is essential to resolve more fine-grained emotional interactions.
Existing research on dialogue systems are mainly based on encoder-decoder models and maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) objective, in which the dialogue history is encoded into a hidden representation, and the decoder is trained to predict the target response [1] - [3] .
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To produce more informative and meaningful responses, lots of work has recently been carried out in open domain conversation [4] - [6] . These approaches focus on the consistency of dialogue content, such as topics [5] , other than emotion. Built upon the advancement of past dialogue systems, [7] first incorporates emotional factor in large-scale dialogue generation, with the integration of emotional category embeddings, internal memory and external memory. Then, [8] proposed to leverage affective word embeddings and affective-based objective functions to improve performance. And [9] proposed to utilize emoji-rich Twitter dataset to formulate emotional dialogue corpus.
The two main factors in an emotional response are the content and the emotion. Although consistent content and appropriate emotions are crucial, they are not enough. In many scenarios, we also need to control the content and the emotion. For examples, in personalized tasks, various users may need customized content and emotional responses; for different goals, we also need to generate distinct content and emotional responses. However, the aforementioned work [1] - [9] usually tangle the encoding process of content and emotion, and generate responses in an end-to-end manner, which ignore the integration of the extraction, representation, selection and generation of content and emotional information.
In this paper, we introduce a multi-task and dual attentions (MTDA) framework in emotional dialogue system to fully exploit both content level and emotional level information from the input utterance. The MTDA framework consists of two parts: a multi-task learning based encoder, and a dual attention based decoder. Inspired by recent advancements in pre-training language model [10] , [11] and multi-task learning [12] , we design the multi-task learning based encoder to aggregate information on the content layer with unsupervised learning, and the emotional layer with supervised learning, respectively. Specifically, the encoder is made up of two layers of bidirectional gated recurrent units (GRU) [13] , which aims to learn content and emotional level of hidden representations, respectively.
As is well known that dialogue systems tend to produce generic and meaningless response (e.g., I don't know) [4] , [14] . To control the emotional inclination of response while ensuring the diversity, we adopt the dual attention mechanism and the Conditional Variational AutoEncoders(CVAE) [6] , [15] . The CVAE models latent variable in a probabilistic manner, which promotes the conversational diversity. And the dual attention mechanism ensures that specific emotional responses are compatible with the input utterance at both the content layer and the emotional layer. The extensive experiments show that our model can achieve state of the art performance and adapt to different emotional goals.
In summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose the multi-task and dual attentions (MTDA) framework for generating emotional response. The MTDA framework decomposes the input utterance into content layer and emotional layer, and encodes and decodes them separately, which makes this end-to-end model more interpretable and controllable.
• A multi-task learning based encoder is employed in the MTDA framework, which can obtain the content and the emotion through unsupervised learning, supervised learning and multi-task learning.
• A dual attention mechanism is adopted for decoding, which enables us to ensure that specific emotional responses are compatible with the input utterance at both the content layer and the emotional layer.
• We combine the MTDA framework with the state-ofthe-art generative model to train emotional generation systems, and experiments proves that our model has strong performance. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we outline related work on emotional conversational agents. Then, we describes the base model and the proposed framework in Section 3. Section 4 details the experimental setup, and in Section 5, we show experiment results of emotional response generation and discuss the effectiveness of model architecture under ablation studies. Finally, we make a summarization to this paper and discuss the future work in Section 6. [7] proposed the Emotional Chatting Machine (ECM) that first focuses on how to generate specific emotional responses. Emotion embedding, internal memory, and external memory were employed by ECM. However, the ECM model did not pay much attention to the disentangled representations of content and emotion of the input utterances. We argue that in order to learn higher level dialogue skills and logic from real dialogue data, more elaborate mechanisms are needed to capture the relationship between input utterances and emotional responses. Therefore, we focus more on the extraction and the representation of the emotion and content of an input utterance, and generating a more human-like emotional response.
II. RELATED WORK
Recent achievements on natural language understanding (NLU) have indicated that pre-training deep language model can significantly advance the state-of-the-art for challenging NLP tasks [10] , [11] , [16] , [17] . Another NLU learning trend is applying multi-task learning (MTL) to representation learning using deep neural networks (DNNs) [18] - [22] , which enjoys the advantage of a regularization effect via alleviating overfitting to a specific task or domain, thus leading to more universal representations generalized to various domains. Our work is also aligned to hierarchical multi-task learning for contextual representations [12] , [23] and language pre-training, which trains in a hierarchical fashion by supervising a set of lower level tasks at the bottom layers of the model and more complex tasks at the top layers of the model. However, instead of forming rich representations for down-stream tasks, our work focus on generation emotional responses by leveraging different aspects of input information from hierarchical multi-task encoders.
In emotional dialogue research, our work is in line with recent progress of applications of sequence to sequence learning [1] and conditional variational autoencoders (CVAE) [6] , [14] , [24] . Among them, [9] is mostly similar to our work, but they focus on levarage emoji labeled Twitter corpus to train emotional chatbots. In addition, [25] further combines topic and emotions in generation responses. However, those approaches did not consider modeling and leveraging rich and fine-grained representations in the encoding stage.
III. MODEL A. TASK DEFINITION AND MODEL OVERVIEW
Our problem can be formulated as follows: given a post X = x 1 x 2 . . . x m , input emotion label e x , and target emotion label e y , our task is to generate a reply Y = y 1 y 2 . . . y n . Different VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 1. The architecture of the proposed MTDA model. During training, the latent variable z is sampled from recognition network which takes hidden state from post utterance and response. Note that in emotional attention(EA), the emotional label and previous decoder state are concatenated as query vector. During test, the latent variable z is sampled from prior network which takes post hidden state as input. The response encoder in the dotted box appears only in training.
with [7] , the reply Y should not only have an emotional inclination e y , but also coherent to the content of the post X .
Although the common end-to-end model can also obtain the corresponding relationship between X , e y and Y from the real data, it not only needs a lot of training data, but also has poor interpretability and controllability. In order to learn higher level dialogue skills and logic from real dialogue data, we focus more on the extraction and the representation of the emotion and content of the post X , and using them to produce a more human-like emotional response Y . In this paper, a multi-task learning based encoder is employed to represent the content and the emotion through unsupervised learning and supervised learning; a dual attention mechanism is adopted for decoding the sequence, which ensures that specific emotional responses are compatible with the input utterance at both the content level and the emotional level. Figure 1 shows the overview of our model. The multi-task learning based encoder is denoted as the Post Encoder, which consists of a two-layer bidirectional GRU encoder, an emotional classifier and an AutoEncoder. The purposes of the Post Encoder are to extract the content (Enc cont ) and the emotion (Enc emot ) of the input X , and to learn a more appropriate representation of them, i.e. r x and r emot . Therefore, the bottom GRU layer is used to obtain the content Enc cont , which is followed by the AutoEncoder in order to learn r x ; the upper layer is to extract the emotion Enc emot , whose output is fed into an emotion classifier to learn the r emot , the representation of Enc emot .
To control the emotional inclination of response while ensuring diversity, we combine the dual attention mechanism with the CVAE model. The CVAE model is denoted as the Response Encoder in Figure 1 . In the training stage, the input of CVAE is the r x and the expected output Y ; in the prediction stage, CVAE outputs the encoding representation of the recommended response based on the input r x and the latent variable z. Then, the Decoder in Figure 1 generates an emotional response Y based on the output of CVAE and the given emotion label e y . Moreover, in order to generate replies that are coherent with the input X , the emotion r emot and the content r x are also used as input of the Decoder; and the dual attention mechanism is employed here to adaptively select the information needed by the Decoder. The attention for the emotion r emot is EA, and the attention for content r x is CA. The generation process is shown in the upper left corner of Figure 1 . Through the multi-task encoder and dual attention mechanism, our model can learn more dialogue skills and dialogue logic from human conversation data. In the following parts, we will describe the details of the model.
B. ENCODER-DECODER FRAMEWORK
Our model is based on encoder-decoder framework of general Seq2Seq model [1] . The model is implemented using gated recurrent units(GRU) [26] . Suppose given the input sequence X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m }, H are hidden vectors of the encoder, then ∀t, h t ∈ R d is defined as:
(1)
where the initial hidden state h 0 is zero vector, z t and r t are an update gate and a reset gate, respectively, σ (·) is a sigmoid function, and W z , W h , W r , U z , U r , U h are training parameters. Equations (1), (2), (3) and (4) can be written as
Then, the decoder takes the current step word embedding y t−1 , current context vector vc t to update its decoder state s t , which can be formulated as:
where the context vector is an attention result over encoder state sequence H , typically we use Bahdanau attention [27] , which is defined as:
where v and W a are attention parameters to learn. The attention mechanism is actually a weighted sum of encoder hidden states, which dynamically captures relationship dependency from the decoder to the input utterance. Finally, with the decoder state vector s t obtained, the decoder generates the current token by sampling from output probability distribution o t which is projected from the decoder state vector s t :
We learn all the parameters mentioned above by minimizing cross entropy between the ground truth and the output probability. Then the projective of encoder-decoder framework can be formulated as
C. CONDITIONAL VARIATIONAL AUTOENCODERS (CVAE)
On top of encoder-decoder structure, we introduce the latent variable z in CVAE model [6] , [15] . As indicated in [6] , there may exist multiple appropriate replies for a given dialog input, each corresponding to a certain configuration of latent variables which are not presented in the input utterances. CVAE adopts a probabilistic distribution to model the potential response embedding using a latent variable. To uncover the implicit relationship including target emotion and content for response generation, we incorporate the recognition network and prior network of CVAE framework to embed the latent variable during training and test, respectively. More specifically, we assume the latent variable z follows multivariate Gaussian distribution with a diagonal covariance matrix. Then the recognition network is employed to approximate true posterior distribution, i.e, q R (z|x, y) ∼ N (µ, σ 2 I). Under this assumption, recognition network can be parameterized by a deep neural network, which typically we use multi-layer perceptron(MLP):
At test, prior network p P (z|x) ∼ N (µ , σ 2 I) is utilized instead to draw latent variable, which can be implemented in a similar manner:
As proposed in [15] , [28] , CVAE can be trained by maximizing the variational lower bound of the conditional log likelihood. Specifically, to diminish the gap between recognition network and prior network, we combine response reconstruction loss and a KL divergence term at training stage to formulate the objective function:
As indicated in [29] , the variation autoencoder models (VAE) tend to deteriorate to a plain SeqSeq model during training. Some techiques are crucial to employed to balance the learning of reconstruction loss and KL loss. Here, we adopt training tricks including KL annealing, early stopping [29] and bag-of-word loss [6] 
where function f (·) first maps z, c to space R ∈V , and V is the vocabulary size, then chose the element corresponding to token yt as its logit. And the modified variational lower bound for CVAE with bag-of-word loss is rewritten as:
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D. MULTI-TASK ENCODER
Recent studies show that pre-training language model is crucial for the encoder to learn different types of semi-supervised signals [11] , [16] . More over, as denoted in [23] , multi-task learn can benefit from a regularization effect that leads to more general representations for adapting to new tasks and domains. We extend these ideas and combine both ideologies in a hierarchical multi-task learning encoder, which encodes both content level information and emotional level states in a stacked style. Our multi-task encoder is trained under two relevant tasks and composed of two bidirectional GRU layers. The first GRU layer Enc cont is designed to aggregate fundamental content signals of the input sentence, while the emotion layer Enc emot stacks over the Enc cont to further aggregate emotional aspect information.
To maintain the content information for latent variable modeling and decoding, we struggle with information diminish problem in RNN. Motivated by [30] , we use an auto-encoder to obtain the semantic representations of inputs at the content level in an unsupervised style. The probability of autoencoder sequence x 1,2,...,m is computed as:
where r x is concatenation of the last hidden states of bidirectional content encoder. In addition, to stablize the fundamental encoding and gather implicit emotion signals from the input, we introduce an emotional classification task which builds the emotion encoder layer Enc emot upon the Enc cont . Note that the emotional information is distributed among different hidden states of Enc emot , we adopt a simple but useful attention mechanism from [31] 
With q(e x ) as the gold emotion distribution of the posts, we use cross entropy loss as objective to train the emotion encoder layer:
With the unsupervised trained auto-encoder and supervised trained emotional classifier, the multi-task encoder is able to learn fine-grained content and emotion representations of input utterances. In practice, another advantage of multi-task encoder is to provide key and value vectors for dual attention mechanism in decoding III-E.
E. DUAL ATTENTION DECODER
With multi-task encoder designed to learn content and emotional internal representation from the source input, we need to integrate heterologous information including content andn emotion signals. Inspired by [32] , which both attention strategies are used for feature refinement and feature-pair alignment in person re-identification. We further inherit this framework and propose a dual attention based decoder to utilize heterologous source information. More specifically, instead of applying one attention mechanism from the decoder to the encoding states in III-B, we employ two attention mechanisms, namely content attention (CA), similar to Bahdanau attention in III-B, and emotional attention (EA). In Equation (23), the decoder utilizes previous hidden state to attend to encoder states, and get content level contextual vector vc cont . And in Equation (24), the emotional attention's query vector is concatenated with target emotional label embedding and the previous step hidden state, and forms vc emot .
An ideal emotional response decoder must adapt to different emotional goals. In some cases, target emotions are consist with or similar to the input emotion, then the decoder must pay more attention to the source emotional representation. In other scenarios, target emotions differ from the source affect, and the decoder may pay less or ignore the source emotional information, or discover the potential relationships between input-output emotional pairs. In order to uncover the emotional connections between the input utterance and the reply, we apply another attention mechanism to force the decoder to capture the emotional dependency with input sentence at the emotion level. And the emotional contextual vector is computed as:
Then two variants of attention contextual vectors are concatenated with word embedding [y t−1 ; vc cont , vc emot ] to serve as the input to decoder. Finally, the model is trained with combinations of aforementioned CVAE training loss, auto-encoder loss and emotional classifier loss:
where λ ∈ [0, 1] is a variant coefficient, which controls the balance between multi-task learning and dialogue learning. And we set λ as 0.5 in training. 
IV. EXPERIMENT A. DATA PREPARATION AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We conduct experiments on a high-quality emotinonal dialogue dataset used in NLPCC2017 1 Emotional Conversation Generation (ECG) to train and evaluate the proposed model. The dataset has 1,119,207 post-response pairs and each post and response are annotated with 6 emotion labels (happy, angry, sad, like, disgust, other). We use THULAC 2 to tokenize words and use the most frequent 40000 words as the vocabulary. Then we partition the dataset into training, validation, and test sets with the size of 1,099,207: 10,000: 10,000. We trained with the following hyperparameters (according to the loss on the validation set): we applied two layers of bidirectional GRU [26] with 128 cells to the multi-task encoder and a GRU layer with 372 cells to the decoder. The dimension of word emedding and emotion category embedding were both set to 128. We set the latent variable size to 100. And the vocabulary size was set to 40,000. We randomly initialize all the parameters of the model. The batch size is set to 128 and the model is trained end-to-end using the Adam optimizer [33] with an initial learning rate of 0.001 and gradient clipping at 5.0.
Note that our framework also adopt a two-stage training manner: pre-training and co-training. In pre-training, the multi-task learning encoder is learned with the objective of L cont and L emot , and the parametors of CVAE model are frozen. After the encoder accumulates the preliminary ability of aggregating content and emotion representation s, we cotrain the full framework and gradually decrease the balance coefficient λ from 1 to 0.2 in the first 4 epochs. And λ keeps the same in the following epochs.
B. EXPERIMENT SETTING
We carry out several experiments to compare and verify our model performance. Because MTDA is based on encoder-decoder framework and CVAE model, we take an attention-based Seq2Seq model and a CVAE model as baselines. For comparing the comprehensive generating ability including emotion controllability and content consistency, we adopt ECM as a strong baseline which first appears as emotional dialogue generation model. We also conduct alation study on MTDA to verify the effectiveness of MTDA We compare our model with three neural dialog models:
• AttnS2S: AttnS2S is an encoder-decoder neural dialog model that has an attention mechanism [27] over the encoder hidden states.
• ECM: a Seq2Seq model that first propose to generate emotional response using emotion category embeddings, internal and external memory mechanisms [7] .
• CVAE: a conditional variational autoencoders model which takes the target emotion label as input to formulate latent variable. [6] .
C. AUTOMATIC EVALUATION
We first evaluate the generation ability of the model at large scale in an automatic way. To evaluate the decoder at the content level, we adopt the perplexity to indicate how much difficulty the model is having when generating responses. To evaluate the decoder at the emotion level, we use emotion expression accuracy (Accuracy) as the agreement between the target emotion category and the predicted emotion category of a generated response by the emotion classifier. We pre-trained an emotional classifier which is an attention-based bidirectional GRU model, similar to emotional encoder layer in MTDA. And the emotion classification accuracy is 0.81. As is shown in Table 2 , our model significantly reduces the perplexity and promotes the emotion accuracy compared to other models. When combined with CVAE framework, our model achieves the state-of-the-art performance both in perplexity and emotion accuracy. These results confirm that our model is superior to the existing models in the emotion conditioned generation.
Seq2Seq based models tend to generate in a monotonous responses, because large number of generic responses existed in corpus, while CVAE models can enjoy the superiority of stochastic sampling from probabilistic latent variable, and generate diversify but meaningful replies. We also report the VOLUME 7, 2019 generation diversity of MTDA and baselines by calculating the ratio of distinct unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams. The results are shown in Table 3 .
We find that when equipped with attention Seq2Seq model, MTDA framework can boost diversity scores in three metrics compared to AttnS2S in Table 3 . When equipped with CVAE model, our framework achieves the highest diversity scores, which proves the universal effectiveness of MTDA.
D. MANUAL EVALUATION
For dialogue generation, human evaluation is more convincing [34] , so we also employ 3 annotators to evaluate the responses generated from our model and baselines in terms of Content (rating scale is 0, 1, 2), and Emotion (rating scale is 0, 1). Content is defined as whether the reply is appropriate and natural to a post and could plausibly generated from a human [35] . Emotion is defined as whether the emotion expression of a response agrees with the given or predicted emotion category.
The results are shown in Table 4 . As can be seen, when equipped with MTDA framework, the performance are promoted compared to baselines, e.g., MTDA+AttnS2S beats AttnS2S and MTDA+CVAE wins CVAE model. In general, MTDA+CVAE achieves the best performance in most situations.
E. CASE STUDY
We release some examples generated by our MTDA+CVAE model. As can be seen from Table 5 , the model performs well both at content expression and emotion control. When fed with different target emotional goals, the model utilizes various emotional words to control expressions.
Although our model achieves state-of-the-art performance, there are still several failure cases. For example, with the target emotion defined as angry Input 1 in Table 5 , the model generates a response that is much like the sad emotion. We find that the model in some case perform badly when the input utterance has no obvious emotions. Therefore, we would like to explore more methods to handle this problem in the future work. For example, introducing reinforce learning to reward the compatibility of generated text and the target emotion goals.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this paper proposes an multi-task learning and dual attention mechanism (MTDA) based framework for emotional response generation task. A multi-task learning based encoder is employed in the MTDA framework, which can obtain the representation of the content and the emotion through unsupervised learning for auto-encoding task and supervised learning for emotional classification task. Then, a dual attention mechanism is proposed for decoding, which ensures that specific emotional responses are coherent with the content and dynamically adapt to the emotion of the input. To capture different aspects of source information both at the content level and emotional level, we design dual attention over the bidirectional language layer output and emotional layer output, respectively. Further, when combined with conditional variational autoencoders (CVAE), our model can generate diversify responses and adaptively control the target emotions. Extensive experiments show that our model can decide adapt to defferent target emotion goals and generate informative responses.
As for future work, we will investigate how to apply the technique to multi-turn conversations, with the emotion goals inferred from rich contextual information.
